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Jake V2.0 Update   

Final Phase- Beta Testing 
 

Despite the many obstacles all manufacturers and designers have encountered since 2019, COVID, and 

now major shipping and raw material issues to include semiconductor shortages, we are quite pleased 

we are about to enter what is arguably the most important phase – the Beta Testing for Behmor’s 1 kg 

Roaster, Jake. 

 

Before finalizing extremely expensive tooling, prudence demands we have people independent of 

Behmor test our Jake in settings outside a lab or our own test areas. We believe it's ready to go BUT 

want the opinion of others 

 

That said we are looking for 10 people to Beta test Jake 

. 

Given the associated price tag, we are unable to just give a unit to evaluators to keep so we’ll be asking 

Beta testers to pay a portion of the associated costs and in turn, those funds will allow the unit to be 

kept at no further costs or, if changes of consequence are made, the money can be applied to a final 

version.  

 

The test units cannot be resold, loaned to others etc. for a myriad of legal reasons. 

 

To be a Beta tester, you will need: 

 

1) 20a 120 V circuit – dedicated would be ideal 

2) Space of 18”x 24” x 24” 

3) Ventilation (There are afterburners)  

4) Be willing to Sign an NDA  

5) Provide documented feedback that includes al roast profiles, bean types, roast levels etc. 

6) Window’s laptop to test with Artisan. 

 

For those interested please email: info@behmor.com Subject : Beta 

 

We will want you to figuratively beat the hell out of it by roasting as much as you want then provide 

feedback within 30 days so we can analyze your data and incorporate any necessary changes, if any.  

 

Once all the data are compiled we can then finalize tooling, firmware, get safety certifications 

(currently 90-120 days) and start production. 

 

We realize this is somewhat of a delay but we’d rather provide all customers a final version rather than 

do as most roasters and competitors have done by supplying V1, V2, V3, V4 etc., which would in our 

opinion deprive early adopters the best bang for their buck. 

 


